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Abstra ct 

The present study offers a comprehensive survey of al

Ghazali's classifications of the sciences and descriptions of 
the highest theoretical science, called the "science of un-

* Works by al-Ghaza!I are abbreviated as follows: Arba'in =Ki tab al-Arba'fn 
fi uşül al-din, ed. 'A.'A. 'Urwani and M.B. al-Shaqfa, Dar al-qalam, Da
mascus 1424/2003; Fayşal = Fayşal al-tafriqa bayn al-isltim wa-1-zan
'daqa, ed. MaJ:ıınüd Bijü, Damascus 1993/ 1413; JJ:ıya' = l/Jyii"ulüm al-din, 
5 vols., al-Maktaba al-tawfiqiyya, Cairo n.d.; fljam = lljdm al-'awiimm 
'an 'ilm al-kalam, in: Majmü'at Rasti.'il al-Imam al-Ghaziilf, ed. Ihrahim 
Amin MuJ:ıarnmad, al-Maktaba al-Tawfiqiya, Cairo n.d., pp. 319-355; 
Im la'= al-Imld' fi islıkdlat al-II].ya', appended to 1/Jya', V:282·326; fqt4ad 
= al-Iqt4iidfi al-i'tiqdd, ed.I.A. Çubukçu and H. Atay, Ankara 1962; ]awd
lıir=Jawiihiral-Qur'dn,.ed. Rashid Riğa al-Qabbanr, Dar iJ:iya.' al-'ulüm, 
Beirut 141111990; Kimiya = Kimiya-ye sa'ddat, ed. I:Ioseyn Khadiv Jam, 
2 vols., Sherkat-e Enteshara.t-e 'elmi va farhangi, Telıran 1383sh/2004; 
Ladunıya = al-Risala al-Ladun'fya, Maragha MS, facsimile edition in: 
Nasrollah Pourjavady, Majmü'e-ye falsafi-ye Mariighe, Markaz-e N aslır
e daneshgahi, Telıran 1380sh/2001, pp. 100-120; Makiitfb = Makdtfb-e 
fiirs'i-ye Glıazziili be-niim-e Faf!a'il al-aniim min rasa'il /:lujjat al-islam, 
ed. 'Abbas Eqba.I, Telıran 1333sh/1954; Maqdşid = Maqdşid al-faliisifa, 
ed. M.Ş. al-Kurdi, Cairo 1355/1936; Maqşad = al-Maqşad al-asna fi slıarl]. 
ma'dn'i asma' Allah al-I:Iusnii, ed. F.A. Shehadi, Beirut 1971; Mishktit= 
al-Ghazali, The Niche of Lights, ed. and tr. D. Buctunan, Brigham Young 
University Press, Provo, UT 1998; Mi'yiir= Mantiq Tahdfut al-faliisifa al
musammd Mi 'yar al-'ilm, ed. S. D un ya:, Dar al-ma'arif, Cairo 1961; Mizlin 
= Mizlin al-'amal, ed. S. Dunya:, Cairo 1964; Munqidlı = al-Munqidh min -o 
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velling" in the Revival of the Religious Sciences and the "sci
ence of the cognition of Go d" in the ]ewels of the Qur'an. 
The study shows that this theoretical science includes fo ur 
major components, dealing with (1) Gad, (2) cosmology, 
(3) prophetology, angelology, and religious psychology, 
and (4) eschatology (with a fifth component, principles of 
Qur'anic exegesis, sametimes added to the list). Al-Ghaza
li's "science ofunveiling" is, therefore, primarily a theolog
ical discipline. It is, however, superior to kaltim in that it 
do es not result fro~ ratiocination, but is revealed through 
Divine illumination to prophets and "saints" (awliya) who 
have purified their hearts with ascetic practice. Anather 
key difference between the science of unveiling and kal am, 

according to al-<?hazal!, is that the form er operates on the 
level of True Knowledge, whereas the latter only defends 
the comman folk's beliefs from the onslaught of heresies, 
without providing access to True Knowledge. Since the sci
ence of unveiliiıg has a pronounced Avicennian compo
nent (more fully docurnented in the author's other stud
ies), it is a kind of Avicennian-based esateric theology. 
Finally, al-Ghazali's classifications of the sciences offer a 
number of interesting insights into the general structure of 
al-Ghazali's thought, alsa discussed in the present study. 

KeyWords: Al-Ghazali, Avicenna, Classifications of the sci-

. ences, Science of unvelling, Mystical knowledge. 

AL-GHAZALI'S CONSTANT PREOCCUPATION with classification 
of the sciences (he has no fewer than seven different classifications 
in his authentic works!) reflects his deep engagementwith the phil-

al-tf.alal, ed. J. Şaliba and K. 'Ayyad, Beirut 71967 [the paragraph numbers 
fallaw R.J. McCarthy's translation of the text in his Freedom and Fulfillment: 
An Annotated Translation of al-Giıazö.li's al-Munqidh min al-tf.altil and Ot
her Relevant Works of al-Giıazali, Twayne Publishers, Bostan 19801; Tahtifut 
= I neoherence of the Plıilosophers 1 Talıafut al-faliisifa: A ParaUel English
Arabic Text, ed. and tr. M. Marrnura, Brigharn Young University Press, Pro
vo, UT 2000; Mustaşfll = al-Mustaşfa min 'ilm al-uşü~ ed. M.S. al-Ashqar, 2 
vols., Mu'assasatal-Risala, Beirut 1417/1997; Qtinün= Qanünal-ta'wn ed. 
Mal).müd Bijü, Damascus 1413/1992. References to chapters and subdivisi
ons of each work are provided where possible. All translations usedin this 
study are my own. An attempt has been made to make this survey as comp
lete and comprehensive as possible, covering all the major discussions of 
the subject in al-Ghazali's corpus. (The division of the sciences in Fatf.a'i}J 
al-Bapniya, ch. 6 will not be discussed, however, sirlee it does not present a 
highest theoretical scien~e.) 
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osophical tradition (jalsafa), in which this theme originated and 
developed.1 In addition, it isa powerful indication of al-Ghazall's 
repeated attempts to redraw the map of the sciences in order to 
ma.ke room for his new sciences, the "sciences of the hereafter," at 
the expense of the traditional religious sciences, notably fiqh and 
kalam. W e shall see several telling examples of such redrawing in 
the following pages. 

ı. Al-Ghaziili's Classifications of the Scietıces 

ı.ı. Maqiişid al-faliisifa 

In order to have a convenient point of departure let us begin with 
al-Ghazali's classification of the sciences in his philosophical ex-

ı Nearly all classifications of the sciences that we have in Arabic before al
Ghazal.i originate from or are inspired by falsafa. See, e.g., al-Kindi's Risala fi 
Kammfyat kutubArisfÜtdlis, al-Farabi's Il.ışö.' al-'ulüm, Avicenna's Aqsö.m al
'u/üm, al-Khwariznü's Maftit!l) al-'ulüm, and lkhwan al-şaf!t', Rasö.'il, risö.la 
ı. 7 [7], Faşl fiAjnas al-'ulü.m; for so me translations of primary texts see Franz 
Rosenthal, Classical Heritage in Islam, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London 
1975, pp. 54ff. For a di~cussion of the subject generally and in particular 
authors see Christel Hein, Deftnition und Einteilung: Von der spö.tantiken 
Einleitungsliteratur zur arabischen Enzyklopiidie, Frankfurt am Main 1985; 
Louis Gardet and M.M. Anawati, Introduction a la t/ıeologie musulmane: 
essai de theologie comparee, J. Vrin, Paris 1948, pp. 94-124; Osman Bakar, 
Claisijication of Knowledge in Islam: A Study in Islamic Philosophies of Sci
ence, Işlarnic Texts Society, Cambridge 1998; Dimitri Gutas, Auicenna and 
the Ansıotelian Tradition: Introduction to Reading Auicenna's Philosophical 
Works, Leiden and NewYork 1988, pp. 149ff.; Michael Marmura, "Avicenna 
and the Division ofSciences in the IsagogeofHis Shifd'," Journalfor the His
tory of Arabic Science, 4 (1980): 239-251 [repr. in Michael M~ ura, Probing 
in Islamic Plıilosophy: Studies in the Philosophies of Ibn Sina, al-Ghazali and 
Other Major Muslim Thinkers, Binghamton 2005, pp. 1-15); Mikl6s Marôth, 
"Das System der Wissenschaften bei Ibn Sina," in: B. Brentjes (ed.), Auicenna 
1 Ibn Sina (980-1036), Hıiııe 1980, vol. 2, pp. 27-32; Hans Daiber, "Qosta ibn 
Luqa (9. Jh.) über die Bintellung der Wissenschaften," Zeitsclırift [ür die Ge
schichte der arabisch-islamischen Wissenschaften, 6 (1990): 93-129. On the 
classifications of the sciences in al-Ghazal.i see Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies 
in al-Gha.zz.iilf, Magnes, Jerusalem 1975, pp. 357ff.; Avner Gil'adi, The Educa
rional Tlıought of al-Ghazzö.lr lin Hebrew), Ph.D. Dissertation, Hebrew Uni
versity of Jerusalem 1983, ch. 4, pp. 107-160; Richard M. Frank, al-Ghazalr 
and theAsh'arite School, Durham and London 1994, pp. 8-9, 22-27; Che Zar
rina Sa'ari, "Ciassification of Sciences: A Comparative Study of If)ya' 'ulü.m 
al-din and al-Risö.lah al-laduniyyah," Intellectual Discourse, 7.1 (1999): 53-
77 (not seen). 
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pose Intentions of the Philosophers (Maqiişid al-falasifa), based 
chiefly on Avicenna's Persian Book of Knowledge for 'Ala' al-Dawla 
(Daneshname-ye 'Alii'i).2 This will allow us to examine the ways in 
which al-Ghazali's own classifi.cations of the sciences- in the trea
tises in which he speaks in his own voice - differ from the Avicen
nian classifi.cation presented in the Maqiişid. 

In the Maqiişid, in complete conformity with the philosophical 
tradition, al-Ghazali divides philosophy (al-'ilm al-J:ıikmi, Avi
cenna's 'elmha-ye [pl.] ~ıekmat) into two main branches: practi
cal ('amali) and theoretical (ncq;ari) . The practical branch is that 
which deals with "the states of o ur actions." lt provides instruction 
on the k:inds3 of actions that lead to welfare (m~aliJ:ı) in this world 
and promise salvation in t,lıe ]:ı~reaiter. lt is divided into three sci
ences: the science of governing the cornmunity (al- 'ilm bi-tadbır 
al-muslıaraka allatı li-i-insan ma'a l-ntis kaffatan), the science of 
governing the household ('ilm tadbır al-manzil), and the science of 
morals ('ilm al-akhlaq), i.e. the Aristotelian politics, oeconomics, 
and ethics respectively. 

The theoretical branch, by contrast, deals with "the states of be
ings." lts purpose is to mak.e "the configuration of the universe in 
its hierarchical arrangement" (hay'at al-wujüd kullihı 'ala tartı
bihi) impressed on our souls the way a visible image is impressed 
in a mirror, making the saul virtuous in this world and entitled to 
felicity in tlıe next. The theoretical branch too is divided into three 
sciences: "di~ne science" or first philosophy (al-ilahı wa-l-falsafa 
al-iilii), mathematical science, and natural science, i.e. the Aristo
telian metaphysics, mathematics, and physics respectively. 

The highest theoretical science is the "divine science" or meta
physics. lt is deseribed in the fallawing terms: 

(Tl] The subject matter (mawt;lil) of the divine science is the most 
general ofmatters, [namely] beingin the absolute [sense] (al-wujildal

mutlaq, Avicenna's hasn-ye mot[aq), and its goal[s] (matlilb) are the 
essential concornitants of being insofar as it is being without [further 
quali.ficationl (/awiil;ıiq al-wujild li-dhiitihr min J:ıaytlıu innahil wujild 

2 Maqiişid, Meta ph., muqaddima ı, pp. 3ff.; cf. Avicenna, Diinesniime-ye 'alii7, 
3 vols., ed. M. Mo'üı, Tehran 1952, Metaph., Ch. ı. pp. lff. (cf. French tr. 
Moharnmad Achena and Henri Masse (trs.), Le livre de science, 2 vols., Paris 
1955-1958, vol. ı, pp. 89ff.). 

3 Reading wujüh for wujüd, as in Dunya's edition. 
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faqaf), e.g. whether it is substance or accident, universal or particular, 
one or many, cause or effect, in potentiality or in actuality, sirnilar ot 
dissimilar, necessary or contingent, and the like .... This science also 
includes an inquiry into the Cause of the entire existence ... ,the one
ness of this Cause and Its being necessary of existence (wtijib al-wu

jud), Its attributes, the other existents' dependence on (ta'alluq, Avi
cenna's peyvand) and derivation from It. The inquiry into the oneness 
(of the Cause] (al-ntı.?Qr fi l- tawl;ıfd) is that part of this science which is 
more properly called "divine science" (al- 'ilm al-ilahi); it is also called 
theology (lit. the "science oflordship," 'ilm al-rububfya).4 

This is the standard Avicennian definition of metaphysics that ap
pears not only in the Persian Daneshname- which al-Ghazali is 
following here rather closely - but also in Avicenna's Arabic works, 
notably the Ilahıyat of the Bo ok of Cu re (Kitab al-Shifa'). Al-Ghaza
li's terminology betrays, incidentally, that he used the Ilahıyat (or 
some other Arabic work of Avicenna) in addition to the Danesh
name, sin ce the Daneshname do es not use the term matlüb in this 
co n text. 

Despite the close connection between al-Ghazali's Maqiişid and 
Avicenna's Daneshname, al-Ghazali introduced several significant 
changes in to Avicenna's description. Though Avicenna do es men
tion the soteriological significance of knowledge, both the mirror 
image and the expressian "the configuration of the universe in its 
hier~chical arrangement" are al-Ghazali's elaborationsS (even if 
the mirror image admittedly appears elsewhere in Avicenna). A 
parallel case occurs in the logical seetion of the Maqiişid, where, 
too, the mirror analogy and the phrase "the universe in jts hier-

4 Maq(4id, Metaph., muqaddima 2, pp. 6:15-7:10; cf. Avicenna, Daneslıntime, 
Metaph., Ch. 2, pp. 6:8-8:10 .• 

5 In the Dtineshntime the text reads: "The second (branch] is that which gives 
us knowledge ab out the eıdstence of things ( hasn-ye lfzhii) so that our soul 
may attain its own image and be happy in the world (to come)" (Dtineslı
ntime, Metaph., p. 2:3-4; cf. French tr., vol.1, p. 89). However, this textseems 
corrupt, for "so that our soul may attain its own image" (tti jan-e ma şurat-e 
kh'Vfslz beyabad) does not make good sense and furthermore is unlikely to 
have been al-Ghaza.II's Vorlage: in al-Ghazali's Vorlage the word şurat most 
likely referred to the forms of eıdstents. We can thus postuiate a lacuna: tti 
jan-e ma şurat-e <...> khwrsh beytibad, w hi ch can perhaps be filled as tti jan
e mi!. şürat-e <clzlıii rii andar> khwrsh beyiibad, "so that o ur soul may attain 
the form of [ thesel things [? or some other expression) in itself." The lacuna 
may be due to haplography, since the -rat of şuratand the -dar of andarmay 
lo ok similar in manuscripts. 
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archical arrangement" (al-wujüd kulluhü 'ala tartfbihi), absent in 
Avicenna, were introduced by al-Ghaza.JJ.6 

This addition is signifi.cant, for al-Ghazal.I frequently uses the 
mirror image as the connecting link between his two sciences of 
the hereafter- the science of practice and the science of unveiling 
(on which more below): the practice purifies the heart making it 
like a polished mirror in which divine realities are then disclosed.7 
This indicates that al-Ghazali envisions the same relation between 
practical and theoretical philosophy as between his own two sci
ences, making it likely that the iatter are modeled u po n the former. 

1.2. Il]yii! 'ulüm al-din, Book ı (Kitiib al-'Rm) 

W e can now move to al-Ghazal.I's own classifications of the scienc
es, beginning with the most elaborate among them, the classifica
tion presented in Book 1 (Ki tab al- 'Ilm) of the 1/:ıya' 'ulüm al-dın 
(Revival of the Religious Sciences).8 There, al-Ghaza.JJ divides all the 
sciences incumbent on the community as a whole (farrj kifii.ya) in 
two classes: religious (shar'fya) and non-religious (ghayr shar'zya). 
Non-religious sciences are further divided into praiseworthy (e.g. 
medicine and arithmetic), blarneworthy (magic, science of the tal
ismans, science of trickery and deception), and perrnissible (po-
etry and history). ' 

Religious s~iences, defined as those "learned from the prophets," 
are divided into four categories: sources (uşül), branches (furü?, 
prelirninaries (muqaddimat),9 and supplements (mutammimdt). ı o 

6 Maqtışid, Logic, pp. 6:12-7:9; cf. Diineshniime, Logic, §1 (cf. French tr., vol. 
ı , p. 25). 

7 See my forthcoming monograph Jnspired Knowledge in Jslamic Thouglıt: Al
Glıazall's Tlıeory ofMystical Cognition and ltsAvicennian Foundation, Rout
ledge, London 2011, Ch. ı, seetion on "the Mirror Analogy." 

8 1/J.yii', Bo ok ı, bab 2, bayan 2, I:32ff. A virtually identical classification is pre
sented in the treatise FatiiJatal-'ulümascribed to al-Ghazali, bab4 (fiaqsam 
al-'ulüm). The treatise is essentially a reworking of Bo ok ı of the I~ıya'. See 
Maurice Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des reuvres de al-Glıaziilf (Algazel), 
Imprimerie Catholique, Beirut ı959, pp. ı26-127, No. 195 and M. Asm Pala
cios, "Un compendio musulman de pedagogia: Ellibre de la introducci6n a 
las ciencias de Algacel," Universidad, ı (1924): 3-ı9. 

9 E.g. philology and grammar. 

10 The supplements are either to Qur'anic sciences (sciences of the Qur'anic 
readings, tafszr, abrogating and abrogated verses, ete.) or to the sciences of 
I:Iad.Ith (e.g. the science of I:ıad.Ith transmitters). Uşiıl al-fiqh covers both 
Qur'anic sciences and th.e Sunna. 
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The sources listed by al-Ghazali are the Qur'an, the Sunna, can
sensus of the community (ijmii'), and traditions of the Prophet's 
companions (iithiir al-şaJ:ıiiba). The "branches" are deduced from 
the se sources through exegesis involving reason ( 'uqül) .ı ı 

The branches are subdivided in to the science of this world ('ilm 
al-dunyti)-which al-Ghazall identi.fies with jurisprudence (jiqh)l2 

- and the science of the path to the hereafter ('ilm tarfq al-iikhi

ra). 'Ilm tariq al-iikhira is then subdivided into a theoretical anda 
practical part, called the science of unveiling ('ilm al-mukiishafa) 
and the science of practice ('ilm al-mu'iimala) respectively. The 
science of unveiling is defined as follows. 

[1'2) The science of unveiling [is) the science of the hidden ('ilm al

batin), which is the apex of the sciences (ghayat al-'ulüm) . ... This is 
the knowledge of the righteous (al-şiddiqfn) and the privileged (al

muqarrabrn).13 ... [The tenn "unveiling") refers to a light that appears 
in the heart when it is deansed and purified of i ts reprehensible quali
ties; many matters are disclosed (yankashifu) through this light ... to 
the point that one achieves: 

(1) True cognition (al-ma'rifa al-~ıaqiqiya) of the essence (dhat) of Go d, 
His enduring and perfect attributes, and His acts; 

(2) His judgment in creating this world and the afterlife and the way in 
which He arranged the afterlife in relation to ('ald) this world; 

(3) The cognition of the m eaning of14 prophecy and prophet, revela
tion (wa/:ıy), Satan, the tenn[s) "angels" and "demons," the manner in 
which demons assault man, the manner in which angel[s) appear to 
prophets and revelation reaches them; the cognition of the kingdam of 

ıı I/:ıya', Book ı, bab2, bayan 2,1:33:1-2. 
12 The question as to why fiqh is called the science of this world is discussed at 

length in Jl.ıyd', Book ı, Mlz2, bayan2, 1:34:1-37:5. 

13 The terms şiddiqün and muqarrabün are im portant for al-GhazaJJ. In Bo ok 
35 of the I/:ıya, the fourwth and third levels of taw/:ıid respectively are as
signed to these groups. On şiddiqün see Mishkiit, Part ı, §62, p. 23:5-6; 
Maqşad, p. 139:17 -18; and esp. the discussion of Abü Bakr "al-şiddiq" in 
I/:ıya', Bo ok ı. bab 5, (bayan 1). w~ifa 6 of the student, I:83:2ff. and Im/d', 
V:309:3-4. It is noteworthy that the term şiddiqün is used by Avicenna as 
well: he calls the ontological proof for the existence of Go d" burhdn al-şid
diqfn" -see Hermann Landolt, "Ghazali and 'Religionswissenschaft: So me 
Notes on the Mishkiit al-Anwar for Professor Charles J. Adams," Btztdes 
Asiatiques, 45.1 (1991): 19-72, at p. 51 and n. 125; Toby Mayer, "Avicenna's 
Burlıan al-şiddiqln," Journal ofJslamic Studies, 12 (2001): 18-39. 

14 The expressian "the meaning of," repeated throughout the following list, 
will be omitted in translation. 
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the heavens and the earth (malaküt al-samö.wtit wa-l-arr!J;l5 the cogni
tion of the heart and the manner in which hosts of angels and demons 
clash there; the cognition of the difference between an angel' s visit an<;{ 
a demon's visit;16 

(4) The cognition of the afterlife, paradise, hell, the punishment in the 
grave, the bridge [spread over hell), the balance, and the judgment, ... 

encountering God and beholding His gracious face, being close to Him 
and dwelling in His proximity (al-nuzül fi jiwö.rih'i), attaining felicity 

(l:ıuşül al-sa'tida) through the companionship of the highest assembly 
(al-mala' al-a'ld)ı7 and the assodation with angels and prophets, the 

variation in rarıks of the inhabitants of paradise; ... and other thin gs the 
explication ofwhich would take too long .... 

By the science of unveiling we m ean the lifting of the veil to the point 
that the plain truth in these matters becomes apparent as [in the case 

of) eyewitnessing (' iyiin), which is neverin do u bt. ıa 

Thus, the science of unveiling covers four broad areas (indicated 
by paragraph numbers in the quotation above): (1) Gad, (2) Cos
mology, (3) Prophetology, Angelology, and Religious Psychology, 
and ( 4) Eschatology.19 

Significantly, fallawing this classification, al-Ghazali addresses 
the question ofwhyphilosophy ifalsafa) is excluded from this clas
sification of the sciences. His answer is, first, that falsafa, is not one 
discipline but four: geometry and arithmetic, logic, metaphysics 
(ilahiyat), and physics. Geometry and arithmetic, al-Ghazali ar
gues further, have been included in the above classification as per
missible non-religious sciences.20 Logic, according to al-Ghazali, 

ı5 The termis taken from Q. 6:75 often discussed by al-Ghaza.II. It may refer to 
the angelic hosts. 

ı6 On lammat al-malak and lammat al-shaytlin (based on a l)adith found in 
al-Tinnidhi's J:ıadith collection) see ]awlihir, Part ı, ch. 6, pp. 49-50 and 
Fayşal, ch. 5, p. 44 (in both cases, in connection with the i)adith "The heart 
of the believer is between two of the fingers of the Merciful"). 

ı 7 Thisisa Qur'anic expressian denoting the angelic realm (Q. 37:8, 38:69). 

ı8 ll)yö.', Book ı, bilb 2, bayan 2, 1:37:8-38:ıo. I am borrowing this translation 
from Treiger, Inspired Knowledge in Islamic Thought, Ch. 2. 

ıs The cosmological division is not very obvious in this quotation, but is 
spelled out in other descriptions of the science of unveiling. Sametimes a 
fifth area, principles of Qur'an interpretation, is added. 

20 This is not entirely accurate, as in the preceding dis.cussion al-Ghazili men
tioned only arithmetic and classified it not as perrnissible but as praise
worthy. 
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is properly a part of kaliim.21 Metaphysics, defined as "research 
into God's essence and attıibutes,"22 is alsa claimed to be a part 
of kaldm, since - as far as metaphysical inquiry is concemed -
philosophers eliffer from the mutakallimün only in doctrines (bi
madhiihib), same ofwhich are unbelief and atlıers innovation (an 
obvious allusion to the twenty philosophical theses critiqued in 
the Tahilfut). Just as the Mu'tazila is not a separate discipline but 
a school within kaltim that holds false doctrines, so is philoso_phi
cal metaphysics. Finally, physics, according to al-Ghazall, is partly 
"useless" (lii }Jilja ilayhll) and partly at odds with true religion and 
hence is ignorance rather than science.23 

It is even mo re striking to see that neither is kalilm a part of this 
classification of the .sciences. Al-Ghazili argues that the gist of ka
liim's useful arguments is contained in the Qux'an and I;Iadith, and 
what is not contained therein is an innovation (bid'a) and must be 
avoided with the exception of what is needed to protect the reli
gion and combat heresies. Al-Ghazili states categorically that the 
knowledge of Gad, His attributes, and acts provided by the science 
of unveiling carınot be acquired through kaliim. To the contrary, 
kalilm is a veil and an obstacle to the acquisition of this knowl
edge.24 This depreciation of kalilm and its dernotian to religious 

21 In]awiihir, Part ı, ch. 4, p. 39, al-Ghazai.I speaks oflogic (without using the 
term) as a tool of ka lam, expounded in his Mi!Jakk al-n~r and Mi'ylir 
al-!ilm. Cf. Munqidh, §43, p. 77: in the field of logic the philosophers differ 
from the mutakallimün "only in modes of expressian and technical terms 
and iri a greater refinement in definitions and subd.ivisions." 

22 The only apparent d.istinction between mukiishafa and iliilıiyiit is that illi
hiylitis a "research into" (ba~ıtlı 'an), whereas mukiishafais the "cogriition 
of' (ma'rifa), God, His attributes, and acts. 

23 lf:ıyti.', Book ı. bab 2, bayan 2. 1:40:20-41:10. 

24 1/Jyii', Book ı, bab 2, bayan 2, 1:41:19-20. This understanding of kaliim asa 
tool that protects religion and combats heresies, but offers no positive in
sight in to the true nature of things go es back to al-Farabl's J~ışa' al-'ulüm, 
ed. O. Amine, Cairo ı949, pp. 107-113. It may well have been reinforced in 
ai-Ghazai.I's own time by the power struggle benveen the Seljüqs and the 
Isma'ilis, and the challenge that the latter posed to Sunni orthodoxy. See 
the long d.iscussion in flJ.yii.', Book ı, btib 2, bayan 2, I:40:llff. It seems that 
by heresy (al-bid'a l-şdrifa 'an muqtat;la l-qur'iin wa-l-sunna) al-Ghazaü 
is referring specifically to the Isma'iliya (note especially the term da'wa in 
1:40:19). For the !ega! status of kaltim see al-Ghazai.I's nuanced and detailed 
discussion in flJ.yli', Book 2, faşl2, 1:146-ı52. Cf. Ayınan Shihadeh, "From al
Ghazali to al-Razi: 6th/12th CenturyDevelopmentsin Muslim Philosophical 
Theology," Arabic Sciences and Plıilosophy, ıs (2005): 141-179, at p. 144. 
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polemics and apologetics are typical for al-Ghaza!I, even as he 
himself engaged in kalilm ina number ofworks. 

1.3. ]awahiral-Qur'iin 

In lawahir al-Qur'iin (Jewels of the Qur'iin), al-Ghaza!I presents an
other classification of the sciences.25 There, religious sciences are 
divided into "sciences of the shell" (şadaj)26 and "sciences of the 
pith" (lubiib). The sciences of the pith are divided in to two ranks. The 
lower among these ranks (al-tabaqa al-suflii) is divided into three 
parts: (1) knowledge of the stories narratedin the Qur'an, (2) kaliim, 
and (3) fiqh (including uşül al-fiqh). The upper rank (al-tabaqa al
'ulyii) of the sciences of the pith is deseribed in the fallawing terms: 

[TS] The noblest (among them] is the science of Gad and the Last Day 
(al- 'ilm bi-Ilah wa-l-yawm al-dkhir),27 for this is the science of the goal. 

Below it is the science of the straight path (al- 'ilm bi-l-şirat al-mustaq

im) and the manner of progression Ctarfq al-sulük). This is the knowl
edge of purifying the saul and removing the ·obstacles of the qualities 
that lead to perdition (al-şifdt al-muhlikdt) and of adaming [the saul) 

with the qualities that lead to salvation (al-şifdt al-munjiydt). W e have 
expounded these sciences in the books of the IJ:ıyd' 'ulüm al-dfn.28 

In anather passage, the science of Gad and the Last Day is subdi
vided in to the science of the cognition of Go d ('ilm ma'rifat Allah 

or sirnply 'ilm al-ma'rifa) and the science of the hereafter ('ilm al
iikhira) or eschatology ('ilm al-ma'iid): 

[T4] The highest and noblest science is the science of the cognition of 
Gad ('ilm ma'rifatAlldh), because all the other sciences are sought for 

25 Rational sciences are not included in this classification; in Jawlihir, Part ı, 
ch. 5, p. 26:12ff. al-Ghazali explains that they are derived from one of the 
oceans of the !<nawledge of Go d, viz. the knowledge of His acts: medicine, 
for instance, falls within the knowledge ofGod's acts, for it is the science of 
disease and cure, both ofwhich are Gad' s acts. 

26 These include philology of the Qur'an and I:Iadith and their auxiliary disci
plines, inciurling literal exegesis (al-tafsır al-~hir). 

27 The expressian "God and the Last Day" goes back to Q. 2:62 (man limana 
bi-lllihi wa-l-yawmi l-likhir, cf. Q. 2:228, 9:44-45, ete.). Al-Ghazali uses this 
expressian a lot, especially as a eriterian of orthodoxy: Mishkdt, Part 3, §4, 
p. 45; Tahlifut, Religious Preface, §7, p. 3:9-10; Kimiyti, 'onvdn 4, 1:88:11; 
Munqidh, §32, p. 72:7-8 and §83, p. 97:12-ı3; If}ya', Book 36, baylin 6, 
IV:437:18; Miziin, ch. 3, p. 195:4; Mustasfti, şadr al-kitlib, bayan ı, 1:37 ([TS) 
below). 

28 ]awtilıir, Part ı, ch. 4,.p. 41:10-13. 
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i ts sake while it is not sought for anything else. The manner of gradual 
progression with regard to it is to ascend from [divine) acts to [divine) 
attributes, and then from [divine) attributes to [divine) essence. Thus 
there are three stages, the highest among which is the science of the 
essence, w hi ch is beyand comprehension for most people .... This is 
the noblest of all sciences. It is followed in exeellence by the science of 
the hereafter ('ilm al-iikhira), i.e. eschatology ('ilm al-ma'iid) . ... This 
[science) is connected with the science of the cognition [of God) ('ilm 
al-ma'rifa).29 

Thus, the upper rankof the sciences of the pith includes two sci
ences: (1) the science of God and the Last Day (sometimes sub
divided into the science of the cognition of God and the science 
of the hereafter) and (2) the science of the straight path (al-şirat 
al-mustaqzm). The former is theoretical, the latter, practical. Al
though IJ:ıya' and ]awahir use different terminology, there is per
fect correspondence between them: 'ilm al-dunyii and 'ilm tanq 

al-iikhira of the IJ:ıya' correspond to the lower and up per ranks of 
the sciences of the pith respectively; whereas the theoretical sci
ence of unveiling and the practical science of practice of the [J:ıyii' 
correspond to the science of Go d and the Last Day and the science 
of the straight path. 

Let us now cite the desetiption of the theoretical science - the 
science ofGod and the Last Day.30 

[TS) Division I: On the Instruction about the Addressee of prayer (al
mad'üw ilayhi, i. e. God) 

(1) This is the explication of the cognition of Go d (ma'rifat Allah) . ... 
This cognition includes: [a) the cognition of the essen ce of the Real (al
J:ıaqq), [b) the cognition of the [divine) attributes, and [c) the cogriition 
of the [divine) acts .... The cognition of the essence is the J1arrowest in 
scope, the most difficult tQ attain, the most inaccessible to thought, the 
most intractable for discussion. This is why the Qur'an contains only 
glimpses and pointers to it. lt discusses it only in referring to [God's] 
absolute transcendence (taqdis), e.g. in the verse "Iike Him there is 
nothing" (Q. 42:11) and in the Sürat al-ikhliiş (Q. 112), and to [His] ab
solute supremacy (ta~fm), e.g. in the verse "Glory be to Him, and may 

29 ]awiihir, Part ı, ch. 4, pp. 42:2-43:2. 

30 The two subdivisions of this science - on Go d and the Last Day- are treated 
there separately in Divisions I and III. The intervening Division II is de
voted to the science of the straight path. I feel justified in grouping Divi
sions I and Ili together since, as we have seen above, in]awiihir, Part ı, ch. 
4 al-Ghaziili does so himself. 
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He be exalted above (the polytheists') descriptions (of Him), the Origi
nator of the heavens and the earth" (Q. 6:100-101). 

As for the attributes, they are wider in scope and offer more room for 
discussion (nutq). This is why there are multiple Qur'anic verses that 
include references to (God's] knowledge, power, life, speech, wisdom, 
hearing, sight, and other (attributes].The acts are a far-flung ocean 
whose limits cannot be exhausted.lndeed, there is nothing in existence 
but God and His acts, for everything other than He is His act. 

(2) Despite this, the Qur'an contains (references to] His manifest acts 
falling within the world ofmanifestation ('alam al-shahiida), such as 
heavens, stars, earth, mountains, trees, animals, seas, plan ts ... , which 
are manifest to the senses. 

(3) Yet, the noblest and the most wondrous among His acts, which can 
best testifyto the sublimity oftheir Maker, are those inaccessible to the 
senses and belonging to the world of divine kingdam ('iilam al-mala- e 

küt). These are angels and spiritual beings, as well as the spirit or the 
heart, namely that part-of a human being that cognizes Go d, for it also 
belongs to the world of the hidden and the divine kingdam and lies 
outside the world of possession and manifestation .... (al-Ghazali ge1es 
on to discuss the different types of angels.] 

Division III: On the Instruction about the State at the Time of A~ain
ment (aHıiil'inda mr'iid al-wişiil) · 

(4) This (division) includes the reference to the repose and deligbt 
awaiting the attainers. Different kinds of repose are known collectively 
as paradise, the highest among them being the pleasure of beholding 
God. It also includes the reference to the disgrace and punishment 
awaiting those veiled (from Him] due to their having neglected the 
journey. Different kinds of pain are known collectively as hel!, the most 
intense among the m being the pain of being veiled and removed (from 
God] .... It also includes the preliminary stages of both groups, called 
the gathering (l;ıashr), the resurrection (nashr), the judgrnent (l;ıisiib), 
the balance (tnfzdn), and the bridge (şiriip.31 

W e can see here roughly the same fourfold sequence of subjects that 
· feature in the definition of the science of unveiling in Bo ok ı of the 

J]J.ya.', with the exception of prophetology, which is not included. 

1.4. IIJyii.' 'u.lüm al-din, Bo ok 21 (Kitiib 'Ajii.'ib al-qalb) 

An important discussion of the classification of the sciences is 
· fo und in yet anather bo ok of the l]J.yii.', Bo ok 21, entitled The Mar-

31 ]awiifıir, Part ı, ch. 3,,pp. 25:3-27:4,30:4-13. 
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vels of the Heart (Kitab 'Aja'ib al-qalb).32 There, the sciences are 
clivided in to t_wo classes: rational ( 'aqliya) and religious (shar'iya or 
diniya):By religious sciences al-Ghazal.I means sciences "received 
on authority (bi-tarfq al-taqlid) from the prophets ... through 
studying the Bo ok of God and the Sunna of His messenger and un
derstanding their meanings upon receiving [them] through tracli
tion (ba'da l-sama')."33 Rational sciences are further clivided into 
necessary Ct;larürfya) and acquired (muktasaba). By necessary sci
ences (or rather knowledges, as the word 'ulüm can also be trans
lated) al-Ghazal.I means axiomatic knowledge of necessary truths, 
e.g. that "one person cannot be in two places [at one and the same 
time] and one and the same thing cannot sirnultaneously be origi
nated and unoriginated, existent and non-existent."34 

Acquired rational .sciences are further clivided into sciences of 
this world (dunyawiya) (e.g. medicine, arithmetic, geometry, as
tronomy, and the rest of the professions and crafts) and sciences of 
the hereafter (ukhrawiya).35 U nder the latter, al-Ghazali lists "the 
science of the states of the heart and the defects of actions ('ilm 

aJ:ıwal al-qalb wa-afat al-a'mal)" and "the science of God, His at
tributes, and acts," i. e. the science of practice and the science of 
unveiling, to which al-Ghazali refers explicitly in this context.36 

One irnmecliately notices several cliscrepancies between this 
classi:fication and that of Bo ok ı of the !J:ıya'. The most irnportant 
one is that the science of unveiling and the science of practice are 
here subsumed under rational sciences, not under religious ones 
as in Bopk ı. In order to explain this discrepancy one has to con-

32 This discussion parallels Mfziin, ch. 26 (Bayan anwa' l- 'aql), pp. 337-341. On 
the correspondences between Mfziin and other works (I~ıya', Ma'ariJ) see 
Jules Janssens, "al-Ghazzal.i and His Use of Avicennian Textsı'' in: Miklos 
Mar6th (ed.}, Problems inArabic Plıilosophy, Avicenna Institute ofMiddle 
East em Studies, Piliscsaba 2003, pp. 37-49 [repr. in Jules Janssens, Ibn Sina 
and His Influence on theArabic and Latin World, V ariorum Reprints, Ash
gate 2006, Essay XII. 

33 IJ:ıyti', Book21, bayan 7, III:24:17-18. 

34 IJ:ıya', Book 21, bayan 7, III:23:9-10; on necessary knowledge cf. Mfziin, 
ch. 26, p. 337:9-10 where al-Ghazal.i mentions that necessary knowledge 
emanates up on the human intellect after the age of discemment (ba'da l
tamylz) without him knowing i ts origin (min J:ıaythu la yadri). In Maqii.şid, 
Logic, p. 47 this type of knowledge is called awwaliyat anda definition is 
provided. 

35 Cf. Mfziin, ch. 26, pp. 339:20-340:1. 

36 I~ıya', Bo ok 21. bayan 7, III:25:12-14; cf. III:23:6-7. 
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sider the co n text and purpose of both classifications. Any taxono
my depends on the purpose for which it is devised, and it is only 
natural that if the purposes of the two classifications presented by 
al-Ghazali are different the classifications should differ as well. 

The classification in Bo ok ı focuses on the legal question: the ac
quisition ofwhich sciences isa cornrnunal obligation (jar4 kifaya), 
i. e. an obligation incumbent not on every Muslim individually but 
on the Muslim cornrnunity as a whole. The classification in Book 
2ı, by contrast, is essentially epistemologi.cal: al-Ghazali is inter
ested in the question of how sciences are acquired. This is why the 
terrn "religious sciences" is not to be construed in the same way in 
Book ı and Book 21. In Book ı it refers to the sciences that haue to 
do with religi.on and bence are praiseworthy (mal;ımüda) in virtue 
oftheir subject matter. Clearly, the science ofunveiling and the sci
ence of practice are both "religious" in this sense of the terrn. In 
Bo ok 2ı, by contrast, the term "religious sciences" refers to scienc
es acquired from religi.ous sources alone and thus "on authority" 
(bi-tarfq al-taqlrd). The sciences ofunveiling and practice cannot 
be classified as "religious" in this sense of the terrn, since reason 
playsan im portant role intheir acquisition. 

1.5. krızlin al - 'amal, Chap ter 9 
' 

Anather classification of the sciences is offered in Chapter 9 of 
the Scale of Action (Mfzan al- 'amal). There, sciences are divided 
into theoretical (n~ri) and practical ('amali). The practical part 
is subdivided into three classes, corresponding to the Aristotelian 
·ethics, oeconornics, and politics (ethics being considered the most 
im portant among the three) .37 The division of the theoretical part 
is not elaborated. However, al-Ghazali stresses that some of the 
sciences subsurned underit (e.g. philological discipliries) are sub
servient to "the science, which is the goal" (al- 'ilm al-maqşüd). The 
latter does not" vary from period to period and from nation to na
tion and its objects neither cease to exist nor change. The content 
of this science is deseribed as follows: 

rrsı This amounts to the knowledge of God, His attributes, angels, 
books and messengers, the kingdom of the heavens and the earth 
(malaküt al-samawii.t wa-l-artfJ, the wonders of the human and animal 
souls- insofar as [all) these are connected38 to God's power, not inso-

37 Arıziin, ch. 9, pp. 231:20-232:17. 
38 Reading murtabi{a with Sharns al-Din' s edition; p. 49:16; Dunya's edition 

has muraıtaba. 
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far as they are what they are.39 The ultimate pwpose is the knowledge 
of God. Yet, one hastoknow about the angels of God since they are 
intermediaries between God and the prophets. Likewise [one has to) 
know about prophecy and prophets since prophets are intermediaries 
between humans and angels just as angels are intermediaries between 
God and the prophets.40 

There is hardly any dau bt that "tire science, which "is the· go·al" is· 
nothing other than the science of unveiling. Apart from eschatol
ogy, which is not mentioned here, all the other subjects treate_d by 
this science are present. What is significant about this classifica
tion is that it adapts the Aristotelian framework of theoretical and 
practical philosophy. Thus, it implicitly treats of the science of un
veiling as a philosophical science, more specifically as the highest 
theoretical science. 

1.6. M""ıziin al- 'amal, Chapter 27 

Anather classification is provided in Chapter 27 of the Miziin. Here 
the sciences are divided into (l) those dealing with language (al

laft.) insofar as it refers to m eaning (philology and i ts adjuncts), 
(2) <those dealing with meaning insofar as it is expressed by 
language>41 (polernic, disputation, demonstration, and rhetoric), 
and (3) those dealing with meaning ala ne. The last class is divided 
into [a] purely theoretical and [b] practical. The practical category 
is subdivided in two parts, corresponding to the Aristotelian ethics 
on the one hand and oeconornics and politics on the other, the lat
ter being identified withfiqh.42 

39 On God's power as that attribute on which God's acts ultimately depend 
· see Maqşad, pp. 58:7-59:2, cited in BinyaminAbrahamov, "al-Ghazali's Su
preme Way toKnow God," Studialslamica, 77 (1993): 141-168, at pp. 159-
160, esp. p. l60n87; Il)ya', Book 36, bayan 8, IV:444:penult. For a general 
discussion of God's power-see Michael Marmura, "Ghazali's Chapter on 
Divine Power in the Iqtişlid," Arabic Sciences and Philosoplıy, 4.2 (1994): 
279-315 [repr. in Marmura, Probing, pp. 301 -334). 

40 Mfzan, ch. 9, p. 231:6-15; cf. Gil'adi, EducationalThouglıt, pp. 112-114. 
41 The words wa-'ilm yata'allaqu bi-l-ma'na min l)aytlıu yudallu bi-l-laft. 

'alayhi are omitted in Dunya's edition (homoeoarcton) and should be re
stored (based on p. 352:14: wa-amma l-muta'alliq bi-l-ma'na min ~ıaythu 
yudallu bi-l-laft. 'alaylıi, fa-). On the distinction between [1) and [2) cf. 
Mi'yar, Book ı, fann 2, p. 89:4-7; Farabi, IIJ.şa' al-'ulüm, ch. 2, p. 33: wa
amma mawfj.ü'at al-manP,q, wa-hiya llatf fi/ıa tu'ta l-qawanrn, fa-hiya al
ma'qülat min l)aythu tadullu 'alayha al-alfa~ wa-l-alfli~ min /:ıaytlıu hiya 
dalla 'ala l-ma'qülat. 

42 M"ızö.n, ch. 27, p. 355:6-9. 
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The theoretieal eategory is deseribed as follows: 

[T7J The theoretical [part) is the cognition of Go d and the cognition of 
angels and prophets, i. e. the cognition of prophecy and i ts ranks, the 

ranks of angels, the kingdam of the heavens and the earth (malaküt 

al-samiiwlit wa-l-art;l), the signs on the horizons and in the souls (cf. Q. 

4l:S3), the animals spread up on [the earth); the knowledge ofheavenly 
stars and celestial phenomena (al-athiir al-'ulwıya); the knowledge of 

the divisions of all existents, the mode of their hierarchical arrange

ment in relation to one anather and oftheir connection (irtibii{J to one 
anather and to the First, the Real [God), who transcends any connec

tion to anything other than Him; the knowledge of the rising from the 
dead, gathering, resurrection, paradise, hell, the bridge and the bal

ance; the knowledge of jinn and demons. 

[It alsa includes] critica! examination (taiJ.aqquq) of what the literal 

sense of these terms may suggest to the comman minds, causing them 

to imagine about God ·such things as His being on the throne, above 
the world in space and before [the world) in time,43 as well as [critica! 

examination] of their opinions. (ma 'taqadühu) about angels and de

mons and such states of the hereafter as paradise and he ll: Are {all the se 

terms to be construed) exactly as {the comrnoners] opine them to be or 
are they, rather, images and co ncepts (amthila wa-khayaliit) that have 

meanings other than those suggested by their literal sense.44 

Clearly, the theoretieal and the praetieal divisions of the scienees 
dealing with meaning eorrespond, respeetively, to the scienees of 
unveiling and praetiee mentioned in the JJ;ya'. The eontent of the 
theoretieal part eorresponds closely to that of the scienee of un
veiling, yet the eosmologieal seetion is mueh expanded to include 
subjeets th'at in the philosophieal eurrieulum would be tr~ated un-

43 Al-Ghazali in not suggesting, of course, that temporal posteriority of the 
world to Go d, i. e. creation in time, is one of the "imaginations" of the com
moners. Rather, the meaning of this passage is that like spatial categories, 
so also temporal categories do not apply to God. 

44 A1ıziin, ch. 27, pp. 3S3:21-3S4:19. Al-Ghazali frequently hints that the 
Qur'anic eschatological descriptions might be "symbols" of ineffable re
alities. He mentions this possibility constantly whenever the eschatologi
cal component of the science of unveiling is discussed. In addition to the 
present passage see Jawtihir, Part ı, ch. 3, p. 30:13-lS (imrnediately after 
[TS)); I~ıya', Book ı, bab 2, bayan 2, 1:38:2-S (an ornitted seetion of {T2)). 
See Treiger, Inspired Knowledge in Islamic Thought, Ch. S for an extended 
discussion that suggests that al-Ghaza.II clandestinely accepted the philo
sophical view of a n.on-corporeal afterlife. ~ 
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der natural sciences, in relation to Aristotle's De caelo, Meteorology 
(the expressian al-athar al- 'ulwiya mentioned by al-Ghazali is the 
Ara b i c title of this work), and De animalibus. In addi tion, the pres
ent classification underscores the exegetical aspect of the highest 
theoretical science. 

ı. 7. Al-Mustasfti m in 'ilm al-uşül 

In the exordium (khutba) of the Distillation of the Science o[ the 
Principles [of ]urisprudence] (al-Mustaşfa min 'ilm al-uşül), al
Ghazali distinguishes between three dasses of sciences: (l) purely 
rational ('aqlı mal-}4) (e.g. arithmetic, geometry, astronomy); (2) 
purely traditional (naqlf mal-}4) (e.g. 1-}adıth and tafszr); and (3) 
those in which reason and revelation are combined (ma zdawaja 
fihi al-'aql wa-l-sam ~.This last kind is the most exalted among the 
sciences and it is to this kind that the science of fiqh and uşül al
fiqh belongs.45 Several pages later, in the preface (şadr al-kitab), 
a slightly different division is presented. The sciences are divided 
into (l) rational ('aqlzya) (e.g. medicine, arithmetic, geometry) and 
(2) religious (dznıya) (e.g. kalam, fiqh, uşül al-fiqh, 1-}adfth, and 
tafsır, to which al-Ghazali adds a pregnant reference to 'ilm al
bapn, defined as the science of the heart and i ts purification from 
reprehensible qualities- in alllikelihood a reference to the science 
of practice, or to the sciences of the hereafter in general) . It is clear 
from the examples given that the second, "religious" category en
compasşes both the purely traditional and the "combined" scienc
es mentioned in the khutba. 

Al-Ghazali then argues that each category of sciences is divided 
into universal and particular. The di visian of the rational scienc
es is not specifically mentioned because it is not germane to the 
purpose of the book and;·perhaps more importantly, because al
Ghazali is deliberately avoiding saying that philosophy (and more 
specifically metaphysics) is the universal rational science. The uni
versal religious science is, according to al-Ghazali, the science of 
kalam; all other religious sciences (fiqh, uşül al-fiqh, 1-}adıtlı, and 
tafszr)46 are particular. 

The relation between the universal science and the particu
lar sciences is patterned after ·the Avicennian model of the re-

45 Mustaşfii,Khutba, 1:32:10-33:9. 

46 Note that 'ilm al-biitin is no longer mentioned. 
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lation between metaphysics, in its capacity as first philosophy, 
and other theoretical sciences. According to Avicenna, no sci
ence can prove the existence of its own subject matter. There
fore, particular theoretical sciences do not prove the existence of 
their subject matter (mawt;lu) and the validity oftheir principles 
(mabadi) but take them for granted from a higher science, i.e. 
first philosophy, which relegates these principles to them (yus

allimuhu ilayhı).47 Similarly, according to al-Ghazal.I, particular 
religious sciences have principles (mabadi) that in each science 
are taken for granted on authority (tu'khadhu musallama bi-1-

taqlfd), while their validity is demonstrated inanother science, 
i.e. the science of kalam.4B 

Here is al-Ghazal.I's desetiption of the science of kalam: 

[TS] The mutakallim is he who studies the most general of matters: be
ing (al-mawjüd). After that he divides being in topre-etemal and origi

nated and the originated into substance and accident. Then he divides 

accident into that which is conditional upon life, such as will, power, 

speech, hearing, and sight, and that which does not require (life], such 
as color, smell, and taste. He divides substance into animals, plants, 

and inanima te objects and ciariftes that the dilierence between themis 

either in species or in accidents. 

After that he studies the Pre-etemal and explains that plurality is not ap
plicable to Him, nor is He divided the way originated things are. Rather 

He is necessarily one and is distinguished from originated things by 
. . 

means of attributes necessarily applying to Him, matters inapplicable 
to Him, and characteristics (af)kö.m) that are neither necessary nor in

applicable but possible with regard to Him. 

(The mutakalliml then distinguishes between what is possible, what 
is necessary, and what is impossible with regard to Him and clarifies 

that the principle of action is possible for Him and that the world is 

His possible action that requires an originator due to its being possible 

47 Avicenna, al-Shifö.': al-Ilö.hiyö.t, ed. G.C. Anawati et al., Cairo 1380/1960, 
Book ı, ch. ı. p. 5:3-4,18-19; Book ı, ch. 2, pp. 14:18-15:6. 

48 Mustaşfö., şadr al-kitö.b, bayan 2, 1:36:17ff. A similar presentation of kalarn 
asa universal religious science is found inAvicenna's Fr 1-Ajram al-'ulwiya, 
in: Avicenna, Tis' rasa'il fi l-f)ikma wa-l-tabr'iytit, Matba'at al-Jawa'ib, Is
tanbul 1298/1880-81. pp. 41-42; English tr. in Dimitri Gutas, "The Logic of 
Theology (kaltim) in Avicenna," in: D. Perler and U. Rudolph (eds.), Logik 
und Theologie: Das Organon im arabischen und im lateinischen Mittelalter, 
Brill. Leiden and Bostan 2005, pp. 59-72, at pp. 65-66. 
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[as opposed to necessary]. [He clarifies] that seneting messengers, too, 

belongs to His possible actions, that He is capable of [ seneting them] 
and making their veracity (şidq) known through miracles, and that this 

· possible thing has actually occurred. Here the discourse of the mu

takallim and the rule of reason come to an end, for reason proves that 
the prophet is veracious and then withdraws and acknowledges that it 
receives and accepts the prophet's account of God and the Last Day, 
which reason is unable to apprehend independently but do es not judge 
to be impossible either.49 

This is clearly a heavily Avicennized version of kalarn. First, like 
Avicenna's metaphysics it takes being, or more precisely "the ex
istent" (al-rnawjüd) as its point of departure. Then, alsa in accor
dance with A vicenna, it proceeds with i ts divisions and properties 
and en ds up discussing Gad, His unity, the manner of arigination 
of the world, and prophetology. The division in to substance and 
accidents and same of the :tiner divisions, too, are comman to al
Ghazall's presentation of kalarn in this passage and Avicenna's 
metaphysics. so 

Yet, there are differences as well. Al-Ghazall's most fullda
mental division of being - into pre-etemal and originated - re
places Avicenna's division into necessary (wajib al-wujüd) and 
contingent (rnumkin al-wujüd). This refl.ects al-Ghazall's view 
that the world is originated in time and not merely ontologically 
dependent yet co-etemal with Gad, as maintained by the phi
losophers. Furthermore, unlike Avicenna's distinction between 
the necessary and the contingent, al-Ghazall's division of being 
into pre-etemal and originated is not being proven but taken for 
gianted. Anather irnportant dilierence is that kalarn is presented 
asa "handmaid of revelation," while Avicenna's metaphysics is 
in no way su b ordina te to"fevelation but, if anything, explains and 
incorporates it. 

The motif of kalarn as the "handmaid of revelation," that is, as a 
rational to ol that proves the possibility of revelation and then sur
renders the lead to it is found in al-Ghazall's other works. In the 

49 Mustaşfii, şadr al-kitiib, baylin 2, 1:37:1-15. 

50 Divisions is the method employed by al-Ghazali in his surnmaries of Avi
cenna's metaphysics: Maqiişid and Mi'yiir, Book 4 (Kitiib Aqsiim al-wujüd 
wa-a/:ıkiimihf). On this method and its history in Greek and Arabic phi
losophy see Dimitri Gutas, art. "Fara.bi: iv. Fi!.rabi and Greek Philosophy," 
in: Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. 9, pp. 219a-223b. 
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Rule of Interpretation (Qilnün al-ta'wil), for instance, he argues 
that reason must not be rejected in favor of revelation, for reason 
validates revelation and if it is to be rejected revelation will ipso 
facto have been rejected as weıı.sı In his Fair Approach to Creedal 
Matters (al-Iqtişild fi al-i'tiqild) the view of kalilmasa handmaid of 
revelation is put into practice.52 

How is all this related, first, to other classifications of the sci
ences in which the highest theoretical science is portrayed as an 
autonomous science of much larger significance and dimensions? 
How does this tally, second, with the rather disparaging attitude 
to kalilm exhibited by al-Ghazall in the IJ:ıyil' and other works? As 
we have seen above, in Bo ok ı of the IJ:ıyil', kalilm is deseribed as a 
religious innovation, permissible only insofar as needed to combat 
heresi es, and as a veil and obstacle to attaining the higher truths of 
the science of unveiling. 

It seems that the answer to these questions lies in the difference 
of perspective from whi.ch the two groups of works are writtEm and 
in the different audience that they target. The Mustaşfil is writ
ten for "a group of experts in jurisprudence" (til'ifa min mu/:ıaşşili 
'ilm al-fiqh)53 - who are, from al-Ghazall's perspective, "common 
fo lk" C 'awilmm) as far as the science of unveiling is concerned. In 
a beautiful passage in his last work Iljilm al- 'awilmm 'an 'ilm al
kalilm, al-Ghazall is explicit about whom he considers "common 
folk" and who constitute the elect, "the [pearl] divers of the sea of 
cognition": 

[T9) Among the corrunoners are included the litterateurs, the grarn

marians, the scholars ofi:Iadith, the commentators, the experts infiqh, 
and the mutakallimün, indeed all scholars except those totally devoted 
to learning how to swim in the oceans of knowledge, dedicate their 
lives wholly to this task, turn their faces away from this world and the 
desires, pay no attention to mo ney, status, people, and other pleasures, 
are completely devoted to Go d in knowledge and in action, observe all 
the precepts and custorns of religious law in performing acts of obe
dience and abstaining from what is reprehensible (munkarlit), empty 
their hearts completely from everything beside Go d for the sake of God 
[alone), despise this world and even the next world and the supreme 

51 Qiinün, pp. 19:14ff., 21:8ff. 
52 See, e.g., Iqtişiid, qutb 3, da'wii 7, pp. 104ff., where al-Ghazali proves that 

God is capable of semting prophets. 
53 Mustaşf/1, Khutba. 1:33:18-19. 
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paradise in comparison to the love of God. They are the [pearl] divers 
of the sea of cognition, and eve n so, they to o fa ce a danger so gr e at that 
nine·out of ten of them perish, and only one comes out54 [of the sea 
alive] with the hidden pearl and the cherished mystery. These are those 
who ma go o d lot (al-J:ıusnti) from God awaits and who are the rewarded 
(al-fii'izün). ss 

Thus, the mutakallimün are included among the" comman folk." 
Although in line with al-Ghazal.I's disparaging attitude to the ka
lam in the 1/:ıyii', this leaves one wondering w hat he means by the 
title of the work: lljiim al- 'awiimm 'an 'ilm al-kaliim, Restraining 
the Commaners from the Science of Kaliim. If the mutakallimün 
are to be included among the commaners the title would prima 
facie suggest that they are prohibited from engaging in their own 
science! 

Such an interpretation of the title of the lljiim is clearly unten
able. Hence the conclusion seems unavoidable that al-Ghazali 
does not use the term kalilm consistently. Kalilm can mean, de
pending on the intended audience, anything from what we now 
call kalilm as a terminus technicus (this type of kalilm is depreci
ated and disparaged) to the "higher theology" (using Richard M. 
Frank' s term), i. e. al-Ghazali's science of unveiling. The "kaliim" 
of the Mustaşfii stands rnidway between the two extremes. On the 
one hand, it is defined as a handmaid of revelation and hence do es 
not iılclude the more esateric truths of the science of unveiling: 
one merely accepts wholesale "the prophet's account of Gad and 
the Last Day." On the other han d, as we have seen ab o ve, it is a 
h~avily Avicennized version of kaliim. Even more irnportantly, the 
cantours of the science of unveiling are already visible in it: we no
tice the same sequence of the knowledge of Gad, His creation of 
the world, and sending pi'ophets that we have seen fleshed out in 
other discussions of the highest theoretical science. 

Yet, since the work is written for the "commoners," al-Ghazali 
refrains from discussing the science of unveiling. A pregnant yet 

S4 yaş'adu my ernendation : yas'udu edi tion. The image is that of a pearl di ver 
rising up with the pearl from the battom of the sea. 

SS Iljam, bab ı, pp. 326:28-327:7. This passage occurs ina discussion that pro
hibits the (true) scholar from disclosing non-literal interpretations of the 
Qur'an (ta'wilat) to the commoner. Clearly, the same prohibition applies 
to the science of unveiling in general, which is concemed, inter alia, with 
exegesis. 
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passing reference to 'ilm al-bti(in as part of the religious scienc
es (which later rusappears from the classification) and an equally 
passing reference, in the khutba of the Mustaşfii, to his books on 
'ilm tanq al-tikhira wa-ma'rifat asrtir al-din al-bii(ina is all that he 
deems appropriate to mention in this context.ss 

1.8. Al -Risiila al-Laduniya 

To these seven classifications, which are undoubtedly by al-Ghaza
II, we may add an eighth one, originating from a work of doubtful 
authenticity, the so-called Epistle on the Knowledge from On High 

(al-Ristila al-Ladunzya 1 ft Bayan al-'ilm al-ladunf).S7 This classm
cation is presented here for completeness' sake, without implying 
that the work is authentic. 

The author of al-Ristila al-Ladunzya di vi des the sciences int o two 
class es: religious (shar'f) and rational ( 'aqlf). The former is divided 
into two categories: the theoretical ('ilmi) dealingwithfoundations 
(uşül) and the practical ('amalf) dealingwith branches (jurü~. The 
theoretical category is called 'ilm al-tawJ:ıfd and identified with ka

lam. The content of this science is deseribed as follows: 

rrıoı This science studies the essence of God and His pre-eternal attri
butes, both58 His attributes of acti~n (şiftitihi l-fi'liya) and His essential 
attributes, pluralized by the [divine) namesas mentioned. lt also stud
ies thestates of the prophets, the imams afterthem,S9 and the compan-

. 56 Musta.şfa, Khutba, 1:33:15. 

57 The receqt study by Che Zarrina Sa'ari, Al-Giıaztilf and Inıuition: An Analy
sis, Translation and Text of al-Risalah al-l.Aduniyyah, Department of Aqi
dah and Islamic Thought, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur 2007 was 
not accessib1e to me. G. de Callatay, Ikhwtin al-şafa': A Brotherhood of 
Idealists on tlıe Fringe of Orthodox Islam, Oneworld, Oxford 2005, p. 109 
suggests, to my mind sornewhat hastily, that "Risalat al-laduniyya [sic!] is 
mode1ed on, or at 1east inspired by, the general classification of sciences 
adopted by the Brethren in Epistle 7." For I.khwan al-şafa"s classification 
of the sciences see references in n. 1 above. 

58 Reading min with 'Aşı' s edition (l;I. 'Aşı, al-Tafsir al-Qur'tini wa-l-lugha al
şüfiya fi falsafat Ibn Sina, al-Mu'assasa al-Jami'iya li-1-dirasat wa-1-nashr 
wa-1-tawzi', Beirut 1403/1983): wa- Maraghamanuscript. 

59 The reference to the imams may suggest some Shi'i influence on thls work, 
but the evidence for thls is to o slim (the b1essing upon the family of the 
Prophet at the beginning of the work, p. 100:7 is too coınmon in Sunni 
sources to be able to prove anything; 'Ali is mentioned twice: amir al
mu'minin 'Ali b. Abi Talib, karrama lltihu wajhahü [ch. 4, p. 116:2-3) and 
wa-qtila 'Ali, ratjiyCZ; lltihu 'anhu [ch. 4, p. 116:7]). 
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ions. It studies the states of death and life, the states of rising [from the 
dead], resurrection, gathering, judgment, and beholding Go d. 60 

The author argues that the mutakallimün adopted the principles 
of syllogistic reasoning from the "proponents of philosophical 
logic" (aşlpib al-mantiq al-falsafiJ but failed to use much of their 
technical vocabulary correctly (watja'ü akthar al-alffi?, fi ghayr 
mawfi4'i'ihii). 61 Two other sciences - tafszr and 'ilm al-akhbiir -
are mentioned as providing support for 'ilm al-tawl;r:d. Philojogy 
('ilm al-lugha) and its disciplines are mentioned as prerequisites 
for them. 'Ilm al-tawl;üi is deseribed as the only means to attain 
salvation in the afterlife.62 

The practical category dealing with branches is divided int o three 
"respects" or "dues". (l;uqüq): (1) what is due (l;aqq) to God, i. e. the 
principal acts of worship ( arklin al- 'ibiidiit), (2) what is due to the 
neighbor, subdivided into transactions (mu'iimala) (buying, seli
ing, ete.) and contracts (mu'iiqada) (marriage, divorce, ete.), and 
(3) what is due to the soul (or oneself), i.e. ethics. 

The rational sciences are divided into three ranks: (1) mathemat
ics and logic, (2) physics, and (3) [metaphysics] (the latter term is 
not explicitly us ed). The latter science, which seems to partially 
overlap with the 'ilm al-tawl;r:d mentioned above, is deseribed as 
follows: 

[TU] This is the study of the science of being (al-n~r fi 'ilm al-wu

jüd), i ts elivisian into necessary and contingent, the study of the Cre
ator, His essence, and all His attributes and acts, His comrnand, judg
ment, and decree, and the hierarchy of the emergence of existents from 
Him (tartib ~uhür al-mawjüdiit 'anlıu), the study of celestial beings, 63 

· eliserete substances, separate intelligences, and perfect souls, the study 
of the states64 of angels and demons, which leads to the science of 
prophecies, mirades (mujizat) and wonders (karamat), the study of 
the sanctified souls (al-n~füs al-muqaddasa), 65 sleep and wakefulness, 

60 Ladunfya, ch. 3, pp. 107:21-108:2. 
61 Ladunfya, ch. 3, p. 108:3-5. 
62 Laduniya, ch. 3, p. 110:2-4. 

63 Reading al-'ulwiyiit with the Majmü'at Rasii'il edition : al-ma'lümiit 
Maragha manuscript. 

64 The frequently repeated word f)iil (and its pl. af)wa[) will be omitted in 
translation in w hat follows, since rendering it as "the state(s) of' would be 
overtranslating. 

65 Cf. the term al-nafs al-qudsi (sic!) in a la ter passage - Laduniya, ch. 4, p. 
114:7. This is anAvicennian term with an Isma'ilibackground. 
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and the stations of dreams (maqamat al-ru'yti). One of its branches is 
the science of talismans, amulets ('ilm al-tilismat wa-l-ntiranjiytit), 

and related things.66 

Finally, the author mentions that there is another, composite sci
ence, originating from the rational category of sciences but com
bining the qualities ofboth the rational and the religious category. 
This is the science of the şüfis ('ilm al-şüftya), which deals with 
a variety of concepts, all of them of şüfi provenance (l:zal, waqt, 
sama', wajd, shawq, sukr, şa~ıw, ete.). 67 

2. Al-Ghaziili's Treatises in Light of 
His Classifications of the Sciences 

The above analysis of the classifications of the sciences offers a 
rare opportunity to reflect on the general structure of al-Ghaza
li's thought, a question only seldam raised, let alone answered, 
as most studies look at one or anather aspect of his thought 
without paying attention to i ts overarching structure. 68 What we 
need to do is to characterize al-Ghazali's own works in terms of 
his classifications of the sciences, adapting one such classiiica
tion as apoint of reference. In what follows, I will be using the 
classification ofthe]awahir. This classification is esp ecially con
venient for our purposes, as it is relatively comprehensive and, 
moreover, in discussing it al-Ghazali himself provides examples 
of his works, assigning them to the relevant categories. Similar 
examples are alsa found in al-Ghazali's Book ofthe.Porty (Kitab 
al-Arba'in) and in the Mustaşfii. The data can be presented in · 
the fallawing tab le. 

66 Ladunrya, ch. 3, p. 111:11-17. 

67 Ladunrya, ch. 3, p. ı 11:19ff. So me of these terms are explained by al-Ghazali 
in Im la, muqaddima, glossary of şüfi terms, V:285-289. 

68 A notable exception is Afifi al-Akiti, "The Good, the Bad, and the U giy of 
Falsafa: al-Ghazali's Marj.nüıı, Tahiifut, and Maqtişid, with Particular At
tention to their Falsafi Treatments of God's Knowledge of Temporal 
Events," in: Y.T. Langermann (ed.), Auicenna and His Legacy: A GoldenAge 
ofScience and Philosoplıy, Brepols, Turnhout 2009, pp. 51-100 (I am grate
ful to Lukas MueWethaler for referring me to arid kindly providing a copy 
of this study). 
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Religious Sciences 

/~ 
Sciences of the Shell Sciences of the Pith 

/ / ~ 
LowerRank UpperRank 

(6) stories of the Qur'an (9) sttaight p~th (ll Jex:icography 
(2) grammar 
(3) orthoepics 

(7) doctrine & polemics (kalanı) 
(7a) logic (as ıool of kaltim) 

(::sc. of practiceı 
(lO) God & Last Day 

(=sc. of unveiling) (4) qTrtl'llt & 'ilm al-rijiil 

(5) al-tafsTr al-+tilıir 

(8) fiqlı & uşül al-fiqlı 

Exaınples provided by ai-Ghazall (faıudlıir, Part ı, 
ch. 4, pp. 38ff.; Arba 'Tn, Part ı, k/ultima, pp. 38-40; 

Mustaşfii, Klıu{ba, 1:33-34) 

(7) Qudsfya, lqtişiid, Tahafut, Faqlli~ı. Hujjat al-{ıaqq 
Uost(, Qaıudşim, Musfaşşal al-klıilllfllosıı 

(7:ı) Mnıakk, Mi'yllr 

(8) Basrr, W asi[, Wdjiz, Klıulllşat al-nıuklıtaşar, 
Talıdlıib al-uşıil Uost), Mank/ı lll 

(9) J~ıyii', Kimiytl 

(10) Jtfyii' (sections, esp. Books 32, 35, 36), Kimiyil 
(introduction and other sections), jawiilıir, 
Maqşad, an unpubtished esateric work 

Additional examples 

Qis{IIs (po i emical sections), 
Munqidlı (polemical sections) 

M ustaş/II (inttoduction), Qis{ös 

Mustaşfll 

~ıziin, Arba'rn 

Mis/ıktU, Arba'rıı (sections) 

What emerges out of this table is that, first, al-Ghazali did not 
bather himselfwith "sciences of the shell." All his works fall within 
what he calls "the sciences of the pith," either within its lower or 
within its upper rank. As for the lower rank, al-Gh~ali composed 
at least seven works on fiqh and uşül al-fiqh, numerous _works on 
kaltlm, both expository (Qudsiya, Iqtişad) and palemical (Tahtifut, 
Farj,a'i}J., and others), and several works on logic, defuıed as the to ol 
of kaltlm. 

· Other works are devoted to the higher rankof the sciences of the 
pith: namely, the science of the straight path and the science of 
God and the Last Day (the science of practice and the science of 
unveiling respectively). It might be useful to exarnine al-Ghazali's 
own testimonies on these works. · 

(TI 2] The noblest in the up per rank of the [sciences of] the pith is the 
science of Go d and the Last Day (al- 'ilm bi-llti.h wa-l-yawm al-ti.khir), 

for this is the scienc·e of the goal. Below it is the science of the straight 
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path and the manner ofprogression .... We have expounded these sci
ences [i.e. the science of the straight path and the manner of progres
siani in the books of the IIJya' 'ulüm al-din. ... The highe.st and noblest 
science is the .science of the cognition of Go d ('ilm ma'rifat Allah) . ... 

W e have expounded aportion of i ts principle.s and units (min awa'ilihi 

· wa-majami'ihi), granted to us, de.spite our .short life, the amount of 
occupations and obstacle.s, and the .scarcity of assi.stant.s and a.ssoci
ates, in one of our books (ba'tj al-taşani.fJ .69 W e did not publish it (lam 

nıı+hirhu) however, for most minds would be ovenvhelmed and the 
weakm.inded would be harmed by it, among the m the majority of those 
who parade as scholars (al-mutarassimin bi-l- 'ilm).7° 

[Tl3) If you wish to get a whiff of the scent of cognition, you will find 
a small amount of it scattered in the "Book of Patience and Thankful
ness," the "Book ofLove," and the chapter on God's oneness at the be
ginning of the "Book of Reliance on Go d," all these being part.s of the 
1/Jyti' (Books 32, 36, and 35 re.spectively]. You will find adecent portion 
of it that will teach you how to knock on the gates of cognition (kay

fiyat qar' bab al-ma'rifa) in the treatise al-Maqşad al-asna fi ma'ani 

asma' Allah al-fJusnii, especially in the (discussion of) names derived 
from verbs/ actions. But if you wish [to hear) explicit teaching (şarıl:ı 

al-ma'ri[a) on the true realities of the [lslamic) creed aıaqa'iq hiidhihi 

l- 'aqida), without equivocation or guardedness, you will not find it ex
cept in one of o ur books to be withheld from the unworthy (fi ba'tj ku
tubinti al-matjnün biha 'ala ghayr ahlihii).n 

[Tl4) After [ compasing works onftqh and uşül al-ftqhl. I turned to the 
science of the path to the herearter ('ilm tarfq al-akhira) and the cogni
tion of the inner mysteries of religion (ma'rifat asriir al-d in al-biifina). 

In this field, I composed [works of different lengths): extensive works 
such as the l/Jyti' 'ulüm al-din, compendious works such as the lawahir 

al-Qur'tin [probably with its sequel Arba'rn]. and interrnediate works 
such as the Kimi ya' al-sa'ö.da [i. e. the Persian Kimiya-ye sa'iidat] .12 

Clearly, the first two testirnonies ([T12] and [Tl3], from thelawa
hir and its sequel Arba'in respectively) are closely related. Both 
mention an unpublished book (ba't;i. al-taşanif, ba't;i. kutubinii) 

on higher theology, which is to be withheld from those unworthy 

69 Ba'tj in Classical Arabic usually means "one of' (not "some" as in Modem 
Standard Arabic). 

70 Jawlihir, Part ı, ch. 4, pp. 41:10-43:8 (partly overlapping with [T3) and (T4)). 
71 Arba'in, Part 1, khiitima, p. 39:9-15. 

72 Must~fa, Khutba, 1:33:14-17. The same three·works are mentionedin al
Ghazali's Persian letter, Maklitfb, p. 22:12. 
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of it.73 Other books said to deal with higher theology are sections 
of the Il;ıya:, 4ı which only a "small amount" is to be found, and · 
the Maq"şad, which teaches "how to knock on the gates of cogni
tion," i. e. is in some way introductory to higher theology. 74 In these 
works, however, the teaching is only found in a "scattered" way 
and not explicitly. 

The third testimony ([Tl4], from the Mustaşfii) mentions three 
works on "the science of the path to the hereafter ('ilm tarfq al-akh
ira) and the cognition of the inner mysteries of religion (ma'rifat 
asrar al-drn al-bapna)" (the science ofpractice and the science of 
unveiling respectively), classified according to length: the Il;ıya' is 
mentioned as the most extensive treatment, the Persian Kimi ya as 
the intermediate, and thelawahir as the compendious.75 

To evaluate now al-Ghazali's literary outputasa whole, most of 
his works se em to fallin to the following three classes: 

(l) works on the lower rankof the sciences of the pith (fiqh, kalilm [in

cluding both doctrine and polemics). and logicasa tool of ka lam); 

(2) works on the science of the straight path (the science of the practice) 

and semi-esotericworks on the science of Go d and the Last Day (the sci
ence of the unveiling); 

(3) esateric works on the science of Go d and the Last Day. 

Of course, some of al-Ghaza!I's works may not fall into any of 
these categories or breach the boundaries between categories. 
However, it is useful toknow that this is the way that al-Ghazali 
him s elf sa w (or at least presented) the structure of his own corpus. 

73 This bo ok has been equated with the so-called al-Matfnün bihr 'ala ghayr 
alılilıi; but the authenticity of this work is open to question. There is alsa 
another al-Matfnün bihf 'ala glıayr ahlilıi, preserved in a tnanuscript 
from Maragha (copied 596-!l711200-0l), facsimile edition in Pourjavady, 
Majmii.'e, pp. l -62; edition and analysis in M. Afi.fi al-Akiti, The Matjnün of 
al-Ghazdli: A Critical Edition of the Unpublished Major Matfnii.n w ith Dis
cussion of His Restricted, Plıilosoplıical Corpus, D.Phil. Dissertation, Uni
versity of Oxford, 2007 (not seen; abstract available online: http://www. 
ghazali.org/dissertation/Abstract-al-Akiti.pdf). I am grateful to Frank 
Griffel for referring me both to Pouıjavady's study and al-Akiti's disserta
tion. 

74 For as imilar expressian see IIJyti.', Bqok 32, bayan 3, IV: 119:27: qar' Mb min 
al-ma'iirif. 

75 This parallels al-Ghaza!.i's trilogy on fiqlı: the extensive Basit, the in terme
diate Wasft, and the compendious Wajfz. This parallel is probably not ac
cidental ina work wiitten for specialists in fiqh. 
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His 'ceuvre seems therefore to have the structure of a pyramid. The ı 
majority of works constitute the wide base of the pyramid. These ~~ 
works are written to the b road audience of religious scholars and 
intellectuals. The following layer, with fewer works, is devoted to 
al-Ghaza.II's own religious project: the science of the hereafter. 
These are works on the science of the straight path (the science of 
practice) and his semi-esotericworks on the science ofGod and the 
La st Day (the science of unveiling). Finally, the apex of the pyramid 
consists of an esotericwqrk on al-Ghazall's higher theology, the sci-
ence ofGod and the Last Day (the science ofunveiling). 

3. The Science ofUnveiling 

So what is the science of unveiling? Two diametrically opposed posi
tions have been proposed. According to Richard M. Frank, the sci
ence ofunveiling is al-Ghaza.II's "higher theology," which isAvicen
nian and demonstrative in nature, and is thus frequently at odds 
with the traditionalAsh'arite theology, which is merely dialectical.76 
In his detailed review of Frank' s al-Ghazali and the Ash'arite School, 
Alunad D all al attempts to refute this position. He argues that Frank' s 
interpretation of certain key textsis erroneous and observes: 

It is thus clear that, according to al-Ghazali, 'ilm al-mukiishafa has to 
do with purifying the heart by following the exarnple of prophets. It 
should be ad d ed that prophets ... do not arrive at certain knowledge 
through the systematic application of the rules of logic, but through 
intuitive knowledge and with the aid of revelation. Unlike Aris to telian 
demonstrative proof ('ilm al-burhan), the rules of the science of mu
kiishafa are not written in books because it is a practical science not 
a theor.etical one, and because it depends on worship, self-discipline 
and supplication .... Frank's interpretation of mukiishafa as a higher 
theology grounded in Aristotelian logic and Avicennan epistemology 
seems to be unwarranted. A more likely meaning, which, incidentally 
conforms to the conventional use of the term in Arabic, is the sp iritual 
mystical knowledge of the Sufis. 77 

Dallal is certainly justified in taking Frank to task for certain jn

accuracies of translation and interpretation. Most importantly, 

76 Frank, al-Ghazö.lf and tlıeA.sh'arite Schoo~.PP· 21-22. 

77 Ahınad Dallal, "GhazlUI and the Perlls of Interpretation," Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, 122 (2002): 773-787, at p. 779a-b. 
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he is absolutely correct in rejecting Frank' s interpretation of the 
science ofunveiling asa demonstrative science. However, Dallal's . 
own reading of al-Ghaza.ü is also open to criticism. First, contrary 
to D all al' s vi e w, the science of unveiling isa theoretical, not a prac
tical science. Al-Ghazali himself explicitly says as much.78 More
over, as proven by Avner Gil'adi, the very division of the "sciences 
of the hereafter" into the science of unveiling and the science of 
practice is modeled after the Aristotelian division of philosophy 
into theoretical (contemplative) and practical; thus the science 
of unveiling corresponds to theoretical philosophy.79 Second, the 
supposition that there is something about practical sciences that 
prevents them from being recorded in books is also unwarranted. 
The practical "science ofpractice" ('ilm al-mu'amala) can be, and 
indeed has been committed to writing: the IJ:ıya' itself is nothing 
but a grand codification of this science! The science of unveiling is 
not to be committed to writing not because it is practical (it is not) 
or because it "depends on worship, self-discipline and supplica
tion" (it do es so only indirectly, insofar as it depends on the science 
of practice), but because it is an esoteric science. 

Next comes Dallal's assertion that since the science of unveil
ing "has to do with purifying the heart by following the example 
of prophets" and prophets "do not arrive at certain lcrıowledge 
through the systematic application of the rules of logic, ... Frank's 
interpretation of mukiishafa as a higher theology grounded in Ar

istotelian logic and Avicennan epistemology seems to be unwar
ranted" and the science of unveiling is nothing but the "spiritual 
mystical knowledge of the Sufis." Thisisa complex daim and in 
order accurately to assess it we need to distinguish between sev
eral aspects of the science of unveiling: (1) its designation (the 
term mukiishafa), (2) its. method of acquisition, (3) the theoreti
cal analysis of its method of acquisition (i. e. of the noetic mecha
nism that makes its acquisition possible), and finally (4) its content 
(the knowledge acquired through it). Dall~'s daim focuses on the 
first two aspects, and its force is therefore limited to these. Hence, 
though his point is well taken (as mentioned above he is certainly 
correct to point out that the science of unveiling is not demonstra-

78 1/:ıyti.', Klıutba. I:ll:ll-13. I d.iscuss this passage in Inspired Knowledge in 
Islamic Thought, Ch. 2. 

79 Avner Gil'adi, "Oo the Origin ofTwo Key-Terms in al-GazzaJI's IlJ.ya' 'ulüm 
al-din," Arabica, 36 (1989): 81-92; cf. Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, pp. 357ff. 
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tive). Dallal's observations do not to u ch on the other two aspects of 
the science of unveiling and are insufficient to evaluate the nature 
of this science asa whole.ao 

Thus, even though the science of unveiling is designated by a 
term of şüfi provenance (aspect l) and the method employed in 
its attainment is "mystical" rather than philosophical (puİification 
of the heart rather than systematic application of syllogistic rea
soning) (aspect 2), the noetic mechanism behind it may be under
stood and interpreted philosophically (aspect 3), and its content, 
too, may be philosophically inspired (aspect 4) . On close scrutiny 
of al-Ghazal.I's works, this indeed turns out to be the case. Due to 
limitations of space, this daim cannot be fully documented here. 
I am therefore referring the reader to my forthcoming monograph 
Inspired Knowledge in Islamic Thought, which documents how al
Ghazal.I's noetics is grounded in Avicenna's theory of prophecy, 
and to my earlier st:Udy "Monism and Monotheismin al-Ghazal.I's 
Mishkiit al-anwiir," which shows that even the apex of al-Ghazal.I's 
science of unveiling- the monistic realization that "there is noth
ing in existence but God" - is rooted inAvicenna's metaphysics of 
necessary and contingent being. sı 

80 When Dallal does diseuss the content of the science of unveiling, his criti
cism of Frank seems to me to be overstated. For example, Dallal is correet to 
eriticize Frank' s omissions in his translation of al-Ghazali's definition of the 
science of unveiling ([T2) above): "Removing referenees to Satan, and the 
dashes of the 'soldiers [sic! re ad 'hosts' for the Ara b i c junüd- AT.) of angels 
and devi! s' in the he art .•. reorient[s] the argument of al-Ghaza!I and give[s] 
the impression that he is referring to the hierarehical order of being" (Dal
la!, "Ghaza.Ii and the Perils oflnterpretation," p. 779a; cf. Frank, al-Ghaziili 
and the Ash'arite School, p. 23). However, Dallal's overall conclusion that "it 
would indeed be hard to read a cosmology into the abovepassage when it is 
read in i ts totality" is sornewhat hasty. The scienee of unveiling do es have an 
im portant eosmologieal eomponent, which is alluded to in [T2] and is much 
mo re pronounced in [TS) and other texts exarnined above. True, the scienee 
of unveiling is not exclusively cosmological, and Dallal is right to po int this 
out. Yet, neither do es Frank daim that it is: he speaks of a "higher metaphys
ics with its integrated psychologyand cosmology" (Frank, al-Ghaziilf and the 
Ash'arite School, p. 23, emphasis added). Thus he implicitly acknowledges 
that references to Satan and the dashes of an geli c and demonie ho s ts in the 
heart, omitted in his translation, are part and pareel of al-Ghaza.Ii's scienee 
of unveiling. Frank can perhaps be said to be guilty of de-emphasizing this 
aspeet of the scienee of unveiling but not of negleeting it altogether. 

81 Alexander Treiger, "Monism and Monotheismin al-Ghazan's Mishldit al
anwtir," Journal ofQur'anic Studies, 9.1 (2007): 1-27, at pp. 8-10. Though 
such a monistic outlook is taken up by post-Ghazalian şüfism (where it 
is sometimes anaehronistically aseribed to pre-Ghazalian authorities), it'* 
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I am therefore inclined to see the science of unveiling as a kin d 
of Avicennian-based esateric theology, revealed, according to al-· 
Ghazali; to select non-prophets ("saints," awliyii) endowed with 
quasi-prophetic powers (and including, one assurnes, al-Ghazali 
hirnself). Both sharp acurnen (including philosophical training) 
and rigorous religious and ethical. preparation (based in part on 
şüfi methods) are prerequisites for the acquisition of this science. 82 

Al-Ghazali employs Avicenna's theory of prophecy asa powerful 
tool to explain the noetic mechanism underlying "unveiling."The 
content of the science of unveiling is deeply rooted in Avicennian 
philosophy (as interpreted by al-Ghazali), though it may have other 
unacknowledged sources as well. 83 D all al' s remark that the science 
of unveiling is tantamount to "the sp iritual mystical knowledge of 
the Sufis" implies that pre-Ghazalian şüfi.sm was already focused 
on the acquisition of such mystical knowledge and had developed 
a full-fledged revealed esateric metaphysics comparable to the 
science of unveiling. In my view, by contrast, al-Ghazali is the key 
figure in the transition from "practical şüfism," which was not yet 
oriented towards such knowledge, to "theosophical şüfi.sm," which 
was oriented towards it. This transition from (to put it in Persian) 
taşavvofto 'erfiin was achieved precisely through al-Ghazali's infu
sian of Avicennian ideas into Islarnic theological thought in gen
eral and the şüfi tradition in particular. Al-Ghazali's highest theo
redcal science, the science of unveiling, played a key role in this 
development, being the chief locus where this deliberate (though 
always covert) "infusion" ofAvicennian ideas was made. 

Özet 

GazaJ.i'nin i~er Tasnif(ler)i ve En Üst Teorik İlme Dair 

Tanımlamalan 

Bu çalışma, Gazali'nin çeşitli ilim tasnif ve tasvirleri ile lhyiiu 

ulumi'd-dfn'de "mill«lşefe ilmi" ve Ceuiihiru'l-Kur'iin'da 

seems likely that the shift toward it in the şüfi tradition was prompted by 
al-Ghazali himself. 

82 This is clear from the criteria laid out by al-Ghazali for the perusal of his 
unpublished esateric work. See ]awahir, Part ı, ch. 4, p. 43:8-ı3 (following 
(Tl2)); Arba'fn, Part ı, kha.tima, pp. 39:ı6-40:8 (following (Tl3)). 

83 The influence of Isma'UI thought (and the Rasti'il Iklıwan al-şafa) on al
Ghazali's science of unveiling, for example, is a promising avenue of in
quiry. 
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"marifetullah ilmi" olarak isirnlendirdiği en üst düzeydeki 
teorik bilime dair kapsamlı bir araştırma ortaya kOY.!fiaktadır. 
Çalışma, sözkonusu ilmin dört temel unsurla ilgili olduğunu 
göstermektedir: (1) Tann, (2) kozmoloji, (3) nübüvvet teor

isi, melekbilimi ve dini psikoloji, (4) Ahiret hayatı (bazen 
bu listeye beşinci bir unsur olarak Kur'an tefsirinin ilkeleri 
de eklenmektedir). Dolayısıyla Gazrui'nin "mükaşefe ilmi" 
öncelikle bir teolojik disiplindir. Ancak o, akıl yürütmenin 
bir neticesi olmaması, bilak:is kalplerirıi zahidane uygulama
larla saflaştımuş peygamberler ve vel1lere llahl Aydınlanma 
yoluyla vahy/ilham edilmesi açısından kelfim ilminden 

daha üstün bir konuma sahiptir. Mükaşefe ilmiyle kelam 
arasındaki bir başka anahtar farklılık ise şudur: Gazali'ye 
göre mükaşefe ilmi Ha.kikl Bilgi düzeyinde iş görürken 
kelam, Ha.kikl Bilgi 'ye ulaşmayı saglaınaksızın sadece halkın 
inançlannı sapkınların hücurnlarına karşı korumaktadır. 

Mükaşefe ilmi belirgin bir lbn Sinacı unsuru da içerdiğinden 
(ki bu husus makalenin yazarının diğer çalışmalarında 
ayrıntılı bir şekilde ortaya konmuştur), bu ilim bir açıdan bir 
İbn Sinacı batıniteolojidir. Son olarak Gazrui'nin ilimler e dair 

muhtelif tasnifleri, genel olarak onun düşüncesine dair çok 
sayıda ilginç unsurun farkına vanlmasını da sağlamaktadır 
ki, bunlar da bu çalışmada tartışılmaktadır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Gazrui, lbn Sina, Bilimler Tasnif(ler)i, 
Mükaşefe llrni, Mistik Bilgi. 


